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·
known for their coolness, their poise under pressure. 1 The sociologis~

has defined coolness as an exhibition of a definite form of expressive con-

trol during the performance of a role. 2

style has two main components; namely, technical style and expressive style.

for those who are relatively permanent outsiders in ~~8 :-socie~ __-Minorities -
"E'=z.:_". :.... =~::-':'=-"-=-

more especially Black Americans - whose status is both m.arginaland pre':'

resting, in large" part, on the artful developm.ent of stylistic forms. 3.



majority group, in its focus on elements of style altogether different from

the minority, tends to contribute to the perpetuation of already existing

inequalities between the two groups. Cultural pluralism notwithstanding,

White Americans still demand that their standards be the norm by which

other groups in this society are judged. This is increasingly important,

since this group also controls access to the major social institutions in this

society and, by a successful screening process, virtually has locked out

minorities froIlXimeaningful participation in these institutions. 4

If Whites, therefore, focus on one aspect of style, technical style, which lead~

them to successful ~ocial and economic goals, and Blacks focus on another

aspect of style, expressive style, which fails to deliver as much as the

technical style of Whites, then several questions arise.

One question which arises is whether Blacks should adopt the stylized pattern

of Whites. In effect, should Blacks attempt a special type of resocialization?

At what level and with what speed?

This paper is an attempt to explore the aforementioned issues by focusing on

observations of the authors in undergraduat~ and medical education. Although

no attempt is made to draw stringent conclusions, it is felt that some lessons

may be learned.



Style and Education

Throughout the Black community, one finds that the cultura:I idols are

recognized for their expressive style. Technical style is a necess,ary, but

not a sufficient, condition for acclamation as a culture hero. Examples of

this abound and to mention a few is in order.

In politics, the colorful Adam Clayton Powell was revered in the Black

community, not .nly for his technical style (important, knowledgeable

Chairman of the Labor and Education Committee in the House of Representa-

tives), but also for the colorful way in which he effected legislative change.

In sports, O. J. Simpson, the "juice," is not only a good football player -

technical style -, but is known for his fantastic moves as he slides from the

15 yard line to touchdown. Joe Frazier was a great heavyweight champion,

possessing technical style, but it was Muhammad All who became the culture

hero for his expressive style.. He is a master of the skills of boxing and

shows.his skill with even greater finesse.

But then, there is an added dimension. The Black culture hero, who uses

his expressive style to better demonstrate his possession of technical style,

is, at once, posed with the dilemna of survi:val from the onslaught of the

m.aj0rity group. Whites, who see themselves as the sole possessors of

technical style, with all the 'power that it entails, consider it to their advan-

tage to eliminate these heroes. In th~ir attempt to withstand this onslaught,
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I
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The authors observed that Black students were increasingly absent from

the lectures of a renowned professor, who was, undoubtedly, an expert

in his field. The proportion of White students who attended regular~y was

always high. In response to our queries from Both Black and White students,

two trends were evident. The Black students seemed more concerned with

the expressive style of the lecturer than were their White counterparts.

They were more interested in how the lecturer delivered his informatio'n than

in the information pQr see

The following are responses from a Black and a White student, respectively.

For the Black student, it was:

. tiMan, he may be a Fulbright-Hays Fellow and all that, but

he comes on dry! He knows his stufi', but he ain't comin'

across right."

"Well, his accent is hard to follow at times. Must be Euro-

pean, I guess. But, look, he knows his material; he is

always well prepared, and I'm going to stick it out, 'cause

I may learn something." .

These two responses were not only typical, but, in our view, very illustra-

tive. The Black student focused on the teacher's lack of expressive style,
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cut classes, and possibly jeopardized his life chances in this society.

The White student focused on technical style, attended classes regularly,

and, thereby, enhanced his life chances.

Another example is seen in the attitudes of Blacks and Whites toward the

first two years I curriculum at one, predominantly :white, medical school.

The White students endure, with resignation, the rigors of hours of lectures

andlaboratories and the repetitous teaching mode. Their interest is focused •

on Part I of the National Board examinations, which conclude the study of

the Basic Sciences. They will memorize every detail with an intensity that

diminishes little with the number of repetitions. Their crucial concern is

placing first on the Boards, both individually and as a university class.

The question of the relevance of these examinations as predictors of ·com-

petency &S physicians is secondary to this concern. It is best expressed

as the Edisonian ethic, .i.e., genius is 99%perspiration and 10/0 inspiration.

Black Anlericans, on the other hand, question this relevance and find the

repetition and memorization of details unacceptable aa all end-point. Non-

attention to expressive style, in their view, has the following effects:

1.

2..- T

A heightened sense of perso~al isola~on/alienation;

The fear of dehumanization through assimilation as

style; and,

-:3.~-_ =~--:-The ultima~~_inability: t~_rel~t..et~_his community, for

.•.
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demonstrates a natural evolution of expressive style. Our contention is

that the conditions of their social reality re-enforced it as a survival

mode. Similarly, the social reality of the Whites reinforced their 'techni-

cal style.

Summary and Conclusions

The dilemna of the Black American is now apparent. Since the end-point

of technical style is power and dominance, and this is the character of the

majority group, expressive style relegates the minority to the role of the

dominated, or, at best, supporting actor. To survive as equals, Blacks

are, thereby, faced with the prospect of substituting technical style for

expressive style. This, however, 'should be seen as no more than an

expedient (ad hoc) measure. Further, the substitution""should not be com-

plete, because of the inherent tendencies of technical style to lead to a

dehumamzed--conditioIr.---rnaddition, there is no guarantee (as the history--

of Blacks· attempts toward integration indicate) that complete embracing

of technical style will give them their requisite share and exercise of power.

'Clearly, to avoid becoming victims of the social Darwinism which has

justified, to Whites, the exclusive use of technical style, Blacks have

.the awil;U,but necessary task of doing three things simultaneously:
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